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    Abstract

        
            The production of Po{sup 210} by irradiating Bi{sup 209} has been proposed as a possible use of N Reactor. The purpose of this study was to make an estimate of the production rates for various exposure times and flux levels. The production rate was calculated for the three flux levels of: (1) 5.0 {times} 10{sup 13} neutrons/cm{sup 2}/second, which is about the average flux level expected in the N Reactor graphite moderator; (2) 6.74 {times} 10{sup 13} neutrons/cm{sup 2}/second, which is the estimated flux level in the 68 empty process tubes on the top and bottom of the N Reactor core; (3) 7.5 {times} 10{sup 13} neutrons/cm{sup 2}/second, which is the estimated flux level present in a flux trap made by removing a column of fuel. In addition to the above calculations, an estimate was made of the fuel enrichment needed to support a column of bismuth in the core of the reactor; and the percentage loss in the Pu production was calculated for the reactor.
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                    MOUND LABORATORY PROGRESS REPORT FOR JUNE 1963

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Eichelberger, J; Grove, G; Jones, L
                            

                    3 8 ; 9 4 5 7 5 C 9 E ; < : 7over a 1456-day period. The half life was calculated to be 12.355 plus or minus 0.0l0 years, based on measurements in three calorimeters. The yields of /sup 208/Po and /sup 209/Po from the irradiation of multicurie quantities of /sup 210/Po were calculated. Production of small quantities of /sup 208/Po and /sup 209/Po is possible by the (n,xn) reaction; however, large quantities of /sup 210/Po would be present in the /sup 208/Po--/sup 209/Po sample. On the basis of these calculations the maximum /sup 208/Po content would occurmore » after 466 days' irradiation in the materials testing reactor. An experimental decay scheme was drawn for /sup 208/Po on the basis of experimental data. Experiments are in progress to determine whether levels at about 1.4 Mev in /sup 208/Bi are populated in the electron capture decay of /sup 208/Po The known half-life method for determining the resolution time of a counting instrument was found to yield only an average value for the counting range in the computation. To correct the counting error a series of computations should be made with data covering only a short segment of the decay curve rather than a single computation covering the entire range. Alternatively, the decayingpair method of half life determination can be used, eliminating the need for an accurate knowledge of the resolution time. A process for the separation of /sup 234/U from /sup 238/Pu was developed. One batch of feed solution was processed by the method, and 14 mg of / sup 234/U were recovered. A second continuous solvent extraction process is being investigated. Thermogravimetric studies and the differential thermal analysis of potassium plutonium suifate dihydrate were completed. The previously reported DTA thermogram for salt was confirmed. The existence of the complex acid H/sub 2/Pu(SO/sub 4/)4 is indicated. The solubility of potassium plutonium sulfate dihydrate was determined in solutions of 0.959 M H/sub 2/SO/sub 4/ containing potassium chloride at concentrations from 0.1 to 0.5 M. The values were plotted in a straight line with a slope of 4.08, as compared to a theoretical 4.00. A thermogravimetric analysis of potassium plutonium sulfate dihydrate was completed. Thermograrns of this dihydrate and of plutonium sulfate tetrahydrate indicated that a crystalline phase transformation occurs after the waters of hydration are driven off. The potassium sulfate alpha-to-beta phase transformation was absent from the dihydrate salt thermogram indicating that no free potassium sulfate was present. Two cascaded, 24-foot, hot-wire thermal diffusion columns are being used to remove heavy gaseous impurities, such as nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and ethane, from 99% pure natural methane. In a three- column series system the /sup 13/C content is 7% in 89% methane at the bottom of the third stage. The first five stages of a seven-stage thermal diffusion column cascade system enriched natural methane to about l0% /sup 13/C. Thermal diffusion column transport coefficients are being measured for various carbon monoxide masses, and an accurate value is being determined for the experimental hot wall temperature. An experimental system is being designed for studying the nonaqueous carbamate chernical exchange method for enriching /sup 13/C. The system is expected to yield a separation factor up to 1.39, although about 100 hours is required for equilibrium. The use of alternating current for heating column center wires is being studied. A 36-inch wire was attached to a wooden frame, while the bottom of the wire was allowed to swing freely in a pool of mercury. At 48 amperes and 24 volts the wire was deflected to the side of the mercury container; a larger container lessened the deflection. A magnetic field between the lead wire and the center wire may also increase deflection. The equation describing the steady state vibrations of column wire heated by alternating current was derived. To date, the maximum amount of polonium that could be contained by electroplated gold was 5 to 10 mC/cm/sup 2/. By another procedure the maximum« less
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                    TABLE OF ELECTRON WAVE FUNCTIONS AT THE NUCLEAR SURFACE

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Bhalla, C.; Rose, M.
                            

                    The beta and gamma radiations of 21-hr I/sup 133/ were investigated by single-crystal and multicrystal scintillation spectrometers, and a scheme is proposed for the energy levels of Xe/sup 133/. The level scheme of Ge/sup 74/ was obtained by means of single-crystal and multicrystal beta- and gammaray spectrometry using sources of Ga/sup 74/ and As/sup 74/. The angular correlation for the 0.60-0.60-Mev cascade was measured. Both beta- and gamma-ray single- crystal measurements and gamma-beta and gamma-gamma coincidence experiments were performed on the decay of I/sup 132/. Also, gamma-gamma angular correlations were measured for all the prominent gamma rays. This information hasmore » led to a level scheme in Xe/sup 132/ involving excited states at 0.673, signments of 2, 4, 3, and 4 for the first four of these. A study of 2.7-hr Pm/sup 150/ established that the most energetic beta ray, at 3.16 plus or minus 0.11 Mev, decays to the first excited state of Sm/sup 150/ at 0.333 Mev. A partial decay scheme based on beta-gamma coincidence spectrometry was formulated with excited states in Sm/sup 150/ at 0.333, 1.18, 1.66, and 2.08 Mev. The measurement of the neutron- absorption cross sections of Ce/sup 141/ and Ce/sup 144/ by the activation method is in progress. Separation of the 5.9-hr Pr/sup 145/ daughter of the 3-min Ce/ sup 145/ produced by the (n, gamma ) reaction on Ce/sup 144/ from the associated cerium isotopes was accomplished by the extraction of tetravalent cerium with di(2-ethyl-hexyl)phosphoric acid in n-heptane. Preliminary results of several irradiations of Ce/sup 144/ in the LITR indicate an effective neutron cross section of (6 plus or minus 2) x 10/sup -24/ cm/sup 2/atom. Flux depressions in the vicintty of and within infinite cadmium slabs were calculated using the SNG reactor code on the IBM-704 computer at K-25. These results are pertinent to burnout calculations concerning cadmium filters during long irradiations. An upper limit of 0.1 barn was set for the formation cross section of the 25-sec isomer of Po/sup 211/ from Po/sup 210/ for thermal reactor neutrons. An upper limit of about 7 x 10/sup 5/ years was obtained for the haif life of Bi/sup 208/ by measuring the disintegration rate and measuring qualitatively the Bi/sup 208/ Bi/sup 209/ ratio; this value is consistent with an approximate estimate of 7.5 x 10/sup 5/ years by C. H. Miller and co-workers at Chalk River. A value of 870 barns was determined for the fission resonance integral of U/sup 233/ from analyses of three fission products: Sr/sup 89/, Mo/sup 99/, and Ba/sup 140 /. This value may be compared with two values, 900 and 820 barns, calculated from available resonance data. Work on electron depolarization by scattering and the effect of multiple scattering on scattering asymmetry, along with changes in experimental equipment, will allow the use of weaker sources in beta-ray polarization measurements. (auth)« less
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                    Scavenging of Chernobyl [sup 137]Cs and natural [sup 210]Pb in Lake Sempach, Switzerland

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Wieland, E; Santschi, P; Hoehener, P; ...  - Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta; (United States)
                            

                    Radioactive fallout from the burning Chernobyl nuclear reactor provided a pulsed release of [sup 137]Cs to Lake Sempach at the beginning of May 1986. The time-dependent removal of [sup 137]Cs from the water column into the sediments has been investigated by analyzing water samples, settling particles, and sediment cores. A flux balance has been established to determine and to quantify the removal processes in the epilimnion and hypolimnion of Lake Sempach. Between May 1986 and March 1988, removal residence times of [sup 137]Cs averaged 150 days in the epilimnion and 280 days in the hypolimnion. [sup 137]Cs accumulated in themore » hypolimnion during stratification, and its scavenging from the hypolimnion into the sediments was the rate-limiting step of the overall process of removing [sup 137]Cs from the water column. Resuspension of sedimentary [sup 137]Cs occurred during circulation periods in winter. Scavenging trap fluxes of [sup 137]Cs and [sup 210]Pb linearly correlated with increasing particle fluxes up to a maximum of about 2.5 g m[sup [minus]2] d[sup [minus]1]. Higher particle fluxes, likely due to calcite precipitation, did not enhance removal fluxes and scavenging efficiency for these nuclides. The distribution coefficient for the partition of [sup 137]Cs between lake water and settling particles, K[sub d], was determined to 7.0 [+-] 1.0 [times] 10[sup 4] cm[sup 3] g[sup [minus]1] for epilimnetic particles and to 5.3 [+-] 1.1 [times] 10[sup 4] cm[sup 3] g[sup [minus]1] for hypolimnetic particles. The distribution coefficient for [sup 210]Pb was estimated to 1.1 [times] 10[sup 6] cm[sup 3] g[sup [minus]1]. The possibility of postdepositional mobility of Chernobyl and nuclear weapons [sup 137]Cs and natural [sup 210]Pb in sediments was proved. 72 refs., 9 figs., 9 tabs.« less
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                    Neutron core excitations in the N=126 nuclide {sup 210}Po

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Dracoulis, G; Lane, G; Davidson, P; ...  - Physical Review. C, Nuclear Physics
                            

                    Excited states above the 16{sup +} isomer in {sup 210}Po have been identified using time-correlated {gamma}-ray spectroscopy techniques and the {sup 204}Hg({sup 13}C,3n{alpha}){sup 210}Po reaction. States up to {approx}27({Dirac_h}/2{pi}) have been identified, including an isomer at 8074 keV with a mean life of 13(2) ns. Among the new states, a candidate for the 17{sup +} state obtained from maximal coupling of the {pi}[h{sub 9/2}i{sub 13/2}]{sub 11{sup -}} valence proton configuration and the {nu}[p{sub 1/2}{sup -1}i{sub 11/2}]{sub 6{sup -}} neutron core excitation has been identified. This and other results are compared with semiempirical shell-model calculations that predict that single core excitationsmore » from the i{sub 13/2} neutron orbital and double core excitations out of the p{sub 1/2} and f{sub 5/2} orbitals, populating the g{sub 9/2},i{sub 11/2}, and j{sub 15/2} orbitals above the N=126 shell, will compete in energy. Good agreement is obtained for the lower states but there are systematic discrepancies at high spins including the absence of states that are calculated to lie low in the spectrum, implying uncertainties for configurations associated either with the i{sub 13/2} neutron hole or double core excitations.« less
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                    A Subcritical Testbed for Fast Neutron Irradiation of Novel Fuels and Cladding in Fast Reactors

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Odeh, Faisal; Grimm, Terry; Mamtimin, Mayir; ... 
                            

                    To support experimentation and demonstration with novel fuels and materials for next generation nuclear reactors, it was proposed to develop an electron linac driven, subcritical testbed using a hybrid fast/thermal core configuration that provides a fast reactor like environment with 1E15 n/cm2s fast flux level for fast neutron irradiation tests. The 1E15 n/cm2s fast flux level will provide the essential high material-damage rate of ~20 dpa/yr in ~100 cm3 region to provide sufficient volume for testing reactor materials. In Phase I, two candidate core designs were developed that shows the feasibility of the concept and called HYbrid Subcritical Testbed (HYST).more » The HYST-I concept was devised by performing parametric studies to reduce the required fuel loading, fission power, and electron beam power level to yield the targeted flux level. The general Monte Carlo code, MCNP6, was used to perform reactor physics calculations on a cylindrical homogenized-region models. Starting from a reference thermal-spectrum cylindrical core design, a fast-spectrum region was introduced in the center and parametric studies determined the trends of fission power and critical mass of 235U as a function of the inner fast region size. The promising candidate HYST-I core design consists of inner fast core, 4 cm in radius (H/D=1.0), surrounded by an outer thermal core of 9.8 cm thickness. The total uranium loading is 6.2 kgU (19.75 wt.% enriched uranium) and requires 7.2 MW of fission power to reach 1015 n/cm2s fast neutron flux. The fast flux was boosted and thermal flux was significantly suppressed in the fast core. The HYST-II concept was developed such that the reactivity swing was minimized and the neutron energy spectrum in the fast core is similar or harder than that of a fast reactor. Starting with a reference fast core design, systematic parametric studies were performed using computer codes: MC2-3, DIF3D, and MCNP6. A reference fast core design was developed with 46% fuel volume fraction and 1050 kg loading of 19.75 wt.% enriched uranium, which can produce the targeted flux level at a 22 MW total fission power. Subsequently, using the same LEU fuel and LBE coolant, the outer region of the reference fast core was replaced with a moderated thermal region to reduce the required fuel loading. Through detailed parametric studies, a promising candidate HYST-II core design was obtained with an active core height of 59.4 cm and a radial core size of 20.0 cm, including a LBE filled test chamber of 2 cm radius, a fast region of 5 cm thickness, and a thermal region of 13 cm thickness. The total LEU fuel loading was reduced to 86 kg (i.e., 17 kg of 235U) with a comparable total fission power (~22 MW) requirement. Preliminary fuel cycle analyses on the candidate HYST-II core design showed a ~7% reactivity loss over a 45 day fuel cycle. This large reactivity change was controlled by, adding a burnable poison plate, which contains ZrB2 of natural boron and Gd-157 enriched Gd2O3, to the thermal region. The core multiplication factor was maintained around 0.97, with a maximum variation less than 1%. About 2% margin to criticality was left at the cold shutdown state. In addition to the core design studies, the superconducting electron linac driven neutron source converter was studied in stand-alone with an LBE target that is bombarded by monoenergetic electron beams. A neutron spectrum similar to the 235U fission spectrum was produced by the linac-based neutron converter. The power of a 40 MeV electron beam required to produce 21.71 MW fission power in the HYST-II core was estimated to be around 2.6 MW for a core multiplication factor of 0.97. The relatively small uranium loading and low fission power requirement to reach the targeted fast flux level, a significant gain was obtained by utilizing the hybrid fast/thermal core configuration. The HYST-I concept will provide the basis of building and operating a small-scale low-power demonstration system (in Phase II) that provides data on the engineering design aspect of the system, thermomechanical characteristics of the design, and neutronics data for code development.« less
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